Abstract-Current multicomputers are typically built as interconnected clusters of shared-memory multicore computers. A common programming approach for these clusters is to simply use a message-passing paradigm, launching as many processes as cores available. Nevertheless, to better exploit the scalability of these clusters and highly-parallel multicore systems, it is needed to efficiently use their distributed-and shared-memory hierarchies. This implies to combine different programming paradigms and tools at different levels of the program design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallel machines are becoming more heterogeneous, mixing devices with different capabilities in the context of hybrid clusters, with hierarchical shared-and distributed-memory levels. Also, the focus on parallel applications is shifting to more diverse and complex solutions, exploiting several levels of parallelism, with different strategies of parallelization. It is increasingly interesting to generate application programs with the ability of automatically adapt their structure and load to any given target system. Programming in this kind of environment is challenging. Many successful parallel programming models and tools have been proposed for specific environments. Message-passing paradigm (e.g. MPI libraries) have shown to be very efficient for distributed-memory systems. Global shared memory models, such as OpenMP, Intel TBBs, or Cilk, are commonly used in shared-memory environments to simplify thread and memory management. PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) languages, such as Chapel, X10, or UPC, present a middle point approach by explicitly managing local and global memory spaces. However, the application programmer still faces many important decisions not related with the parallel algorithms, but with implementation issues that are key for obtaining efficient programs. For example, decisions about partition and locality vs. synchronization/communication costs; grain selection and tiling; proper parallelization strategies for each grain level; or mapping, layout, and scheduling details. Moreover, many of these decisions may change for different target machine details or structure, or even when data sizes are modified.
Our approach is built upon the Hitmap library [1] . Hitmap reduces code development effort performing highly-efficient data distributions and aggregated communications, expressed in an abstract form. It can be used for indexed dense or sparse data structures, such as arrays, or graphs [2] . The mapping decisions are automatically guided by topology, partition, and distribution policies encapsulated in plug-in modules.
Although distributed-memory programming models can also be used for shared-memory environments, communication dominant models lead to the use of different base algorithms, parallelization strategies, or mapping techniques. In this work we show how to integrate Hitmap with shared-memory programming models, both manually and automatically, to generate a multilevel programming model that better exploits mixed distributed-and shared-memory environments. The Hitmap communication model is used to coordinate the mapping and synchronization on the distributed-memory level, exposing to the lower one only the local tasks mapped to one node. Thus, shared-memory programming strategies, programming models, and automatic code generation or transformation tools, can be transparently used to better exploit the local shared-memory environment, with reduced programming effort.
To show the application of this approach, we use three benchmarks that present different challenges to be programmed with distributed or shared memory programming models: A Jacobi solver (neighbor synchronization program), a wavefront Gauss-Seidel solver (using a pipeline paradigm), and a multilevel combination of matrix multiplication algorithms. Our experimental results for both shared-and distributedmemory environments show that the use of our approach obtains the best performance results when compared with pure MPI or OpenMP programs, manually optimized.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 reviews the main features of Hitmap. Section 4 describes challenges presented by three cases of study. Section 5 describes our proposal to integrate shared-memory programming in Hitmap. Section 6 discusses an experimental evaluation of the proposal. Section 7 presents the conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been many proposals for programming languages to support parallelism and parallel array operations, making most mapping decisions transparent to the programmer (e.g. HPF, ZPL, CAF, UPC, Chapel, X10, etc.). Most of them are based on sophisticated compile-time transformations. They present a limited set of mapping functionalities, and they have troubles to generate programs that properly adapt their structures to hybrid execution platforms, or to exploit hierarchical compositions of parallelism with arbitrary granularity levels.
PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) models present an abstraction to work with mixed distributed-and sharedmemory environments at the same level. These models do not promote the different parallelism and optimization techniques needed when processes and threads are hierarchically deployed in a hybrid environment. Comparing with UPC [3] , it has been shown that Hitmap reduces the programming complexity and the memory footprint, while obtaining similar efficiency [1] . Another example of PGAS is Chapel, that proposes an interface to add mapping modules to the system [4] . The Hitmap run-time system presents a more general approach, with the possibility to exploit hierarchical mappings for any kind of domain using the same interface. Hitmap also improves the capabilities of other hierarchical tiling arrays libraries such as HTA [5] .
Parray [6] is a model that introduces a flexible programming interface based on array types that can exploit hierarchical levels of parallelism for heterogeneous systems. In their approach the management of dense and strided domains is not unified and the domain operations are not transparent. Moreover, the programmer still faces decisions about granularity and synchronization details at different levels. Different modifiers and types should also be used to distribute and map arrays to the proper level. Our approach introduces a more generic, portable and transparent programming interface.
The polyhedral model provides a formal framework to develop automatic transformation techniques at the source code level [7] . Optimization and parallelization techniques applied to sequential code has been proven to be able to generate efficient programs for both, shared-and distributed-memory systems. The polyhedral model is only applicable to codes based on static loops with affine expressions. Moreover, it is not able to deal with generic hierarchical or recursive compositions of parallelism. Nevertheless, it is possible to use these tool in the context of more generic hierarchical parallel frameworks such as Hitmap.
III. HITMAP IN A NUTSHELL
Hitmap [1] is a library initially designed for hierarchical tiling and mapping of dense arrays. It has also been extended to support sparse data structures such as sparse matrices, or graphs [2] , using the same methodology and interfaces. Hitmap is based on a distributed SPMD programming model, using abstractions to declare data structures with a global view. It automatizes the partition, mapping, and communication of hierarchies of tiles, while still delivering good performance.
A. Hitmap architecture
Hitmap was designed with an object-oriented approach, although it is implemented in C language. The classes are implemented as C structures with associated functions. A Tile maps actual data elements to the index subspace defined by a shape. New allocated tiles internally use a contiguous block of memory to store data. Subsequent hierarchical subselections of a tile reference data of the ancestor tile, using the signature information to locate and access data efficiently. Tile subselections may be also allocated to have their own memory space.
The Topology and Layout abstract classes are interfaces for two different plug-in systems. These plug-ins are selected by name in the invocation of the constructor method. New plugins with different rules can be developed by the programmer and reused for other programs. Topology plug-ins implement simple functionalities to arrange physical processors in virtual topologies, with their own rules to build neighborhood relationships. Layout plug-ins implement methods to distribute a shape across the processors of a virtual topology. Hitmap has different partitioning and load-balancing techniques implemented as layout plug-ins. They encapsulate details which are usually hardwired in the code by the programmer, improving reusability. The resulting Layout object contains information about the local part of the domain, neighborhood relationships, and methods to locate the other subdomains. Topology and Layout plug-ins may flag some processors as inactive transparently to the programmer. For example, when there are more processors in the virtual topology than domain indexes to be distributed.
Finally, there are two classes related with interprocess communication. The Communication class represents information to synchronize or communicate tiles among processes. The class provides multiple constructor methods to build different communication schemes, in terms of tile domains, layout objects information, and neighbor rules if needed. This class encapsulates point-to-point communications, paired exchanges for neighbors, shifts along a virtual topology axis, classical collective communications, etc. The library is built on top of the MPI communication library, for portability across different architectures. Hitmap internally exploits several MPI techniques that increase performance, such as MPI derived data-types and asynchronous communications. Communication objects can be composed in reusable Patterns to perform several related communications with a single call.
B. Hitmap usage methodology
In this section, we discuss how a typical parallel program is developed using Hitmap. This methodology derives in clearly structured programs with common guidelines. Figure 2 shows the typical stages of a scientific computing application programmed with Hitmap.
The programmer designs the parallel code in terms of logical processes, using local parts of abstract data structures, and interchanging information across a virtual topology of unknown size. The first step is to select the virtual topology type appropriate for the particular parallel algorithm. For example, it could be a rectangular topology where processors have two indexes (x, y). Remind that topologies define neighborhood relationships.
The second design step is to define domains, starting with a global view approach. All logical processes declare the shapes of the whole data structures used by the global computation. Layout objects are instantiated for partitioning and mapping global domains across the virtual topology. The layout objects are queried to obtain the local subdomain shapes. Local domains may be expanded to overlap other processors subdomains, generating ghost zones, a portion of the subspace shared (but not synchronized) with another virtual processor. Once mapped, and after the corresponding memory allocation, the programmer can start to use data in the local subdomain, using local tile coordinates, or in terms of the original, global view coordinates. This helps to implement the sequential computations for the tiles.
The programmer finally decides which communication structures are needed to synchronize data between the computational phases. They are imposed by the parallel algorithm. Communication objects are built to create the communication structures designed. The programmer reasons in terms of tile domains and domains intersections. The objects are instantiated using a local tile (to locate the data in memory) and using information contained in a layout object about neighbors and domain partition. For example, for ghost zones, shape intersection functionalities automatically determine the exact chunks of data that should be synchronized across processors. The communication objects contain data-marshalling information. They can be created at program initialization, and invoked when they are needed, as many times as required.
The result of the implementation phase is a generic code that is adapted at run-time depending on: (a) the particular global domains declared; (b) the internal information about the physical topology; and (c) the selected partition/layout plugins. For example, the code of Fig. 4 shows the implementation in Hitmap of the Matrix Multiplication algorithm presented as case 1.2 in Fig. 3 . In this code, the sequential function used to multiply the local matrices is an implementation of algorithm presented as case 1.1.
IV. CASES OF STUDY: CHALLENGES FOR HYBRID
DISTRIBUTED/SHARED MEMORY PROGRAMMING Different classes of applications present different challenges for the integration of distributed and shared memory programming models. In this work we use three cases of study to show some of the challenges and possible approaches to solve them. Simple algorithm expressions for the three chosen scientific computing applications are shown in Fig. 3 .
A. Matrix multiplication: Multilevel algorithms
Figure 3 (left) shows two algorithms for matrix multiplication. The first one is a classical approach that is typically implemented sequentially with three nested loops. The first two ones can be parallelized without write dependences or potential race conditions. This parallelization is appropriate for shared-memory environments. However, for distributed memory environments it may lead to bigger memory footprints and/or unnecessary communications. Cannon's algorithm [8] works with a partition of the matrices in k×k pieces, requiring no more than one local piece of the same matrix at the same time, and using a simple circular block shift pattern to move data across processes. This approach perfectly suits distributedmemory models, but is more complex to program, and it introduces no benefits for shared-memory environments. Thus, the best approach for a hybrid hierarchical memory system is to combine both.
B. Jacobi: Neighbor synchronization
The second case of study is a PDE solver using a Jacobi iterative method to compute the heat transfer equation in a discretized two-dimensional space. It is implemented as a cellular automata. On each iteration, each matrix position or cell is updated with the previous values of the four neighbors. With distributed memory programming models this leads to iterations of an update-communicate cycle. A second copy of the matrix is used to store the old values during the local update of the matrix. The communication across processes is done with a pattern known as neighbor synchronization in a virtual 2-dimensional processes topology. The data needed by each neighbor is only the nearest border of the local partition of the matrix. Thus, the local matrix is spawned with one more row/column on each direction to store the elements coming from neighbor processes. These extra rows/columns are known as ghost zones. Using a shared-memory programming model, extra memory space for the ghost zones is not needed. But synchronization is required to ensure that each thread is not using data that is updated or non-updated on time by other threads on the shared border zones.
C. Gauss-Seidel: Wave-front pipelining
The last case of study computes the same heat transfer equation, but using a Gauss-Seidel iterative method. In this method the convergence is accelerated using values already computed during the current time-step iteration. The method simply uses one matrix and no copy for the old values. Thus, when using the neighbor values of the up and left matrix positions, values already updated are used. The down and right values used during one matrix position update were computed on the previous time-step iteration. The order of traversing the domain indexes is important on this case. Thus, the implementation is done with loops that imply carried dependencies on each iteration. This leads to a wave-front kind of application on each convergence checking iteration.
With distributed-memory programming models, the solution is similar to the neighbor synchronization example; using ghost zones and two communication patterns. The first one receives data in the ghost zones from the up and left neighbors before local computation. The second one sends updated borders to down and right neighbors after local computation. This patterns naturally generates a pipelining computation controlled by the data-flow.
However, some shared memory programming models do not have a good support for data-flow or pipelining computations. There are two approaches that can be used. The first one is explicitly deal with the flow order imposed by the data dependencies to avoid potential race conditions. That means using sophisticated parallel constructs of lock variables, explicit topology and data partition, and reasoning in terms of the number of threads and the local thread rank. The second one is to apply complex loop transformations to generate a new order of execution that exposes parallelism.
V. INTEGRATING SHARED-MEMORY PROGRAMMING IN HITMAP

A. Multilevel programming model
Hitmap approach proposes a multilevel programming model. Hitmap provides an environment to efficiently coordinate the data partition, mapping, and communication with a distributed memory approach. The sequential code that executes the local tasks is clearly identified and isolated. Sequential computation happens between calls to Hitmap functions that execute communication patterns. The data pieces, dimensional sizes, and limits of local indexes spaces are uniformly parametrized in terms of the results of the layout objects, internally adapted to the platform details at run-time. Thus, the code inside the local tasks can be parallelized with a shared memory paradigm in a systematic way. for( i=0; i<hit_tileDimCard( C, 0 ); i++ ) 63:
for( j=0; j<hit_tileDimCard( C, 1 ); j++ ) 64:
for( k=0; k<hit_tileDimCard( A, 1 ); k++ ) 65: hit_tileAt2( C, i, j ) += hit_tileAt2( A, i, k ) * hit_tileAt2( B, k, j ); 66: } The parallelization of local tasks can be done manually by a programmer with experience using shared memory programming models. Nevertheless, tools to automatically generate parallel code can also be applied to the sections of code that perform local computations. For example, Fig. 4 shows a Hitmap implementation of the Cannon's algorithm that calls a sequential function implementing the classical algorithm to apply the local matrix multiplication. Parallelizing with a shared-memory programming model the sequential function leads to a two-level parallel program suitable for hybrid distributed-and shared-memory platforms.
B. Methodology to use OpenMP
In this section we show guidelines and examples to use OpenMP to exploit the shared-memory paradigm in the context of a Hitmap program. The first step is to identify the sequential sections of the code. This can be done manually or automatically, as they are enclosed by Hitmap functions that execute communications: hit comDo, hit comStart, hit comEnd, hit patternDo, hit patternStart, hit patternEnd.
The first approach to introduce OpenMP directives to parallelize the sequential parts of the Hitmap programs is to use synchronized omp parallel for primitives for computational intensive loops. Nevertheless, this solution can be inefficient when the loops to be executed in parallel are inner loops in the context of other loops that execute repetitions of the typical computation/communication cycles of distributed-memory programs. On each iteration of the outer loop, new threads should be spawned and destroyed for the worksharing loop. These operations are costfull.
A better approach is to spawn threads (using a omp parallel primitive) as soon as the layouts objects have been built, the local data structures has been allocated, and communication patterns have been created. Then, worksharing control primitives (such as omp for, omp sections, etc.) can be introduced to control the threads during the initialization of data structures, and the computation stages. The example in Fig. 5 shows the application of this guidelines to the Hitmap matrix multiplication code. The execution of communication patterns to move data from/to other remote processes should be done by only one thread inside the communicating process. Thus, an omp single primitive should be introduced for each group of consecutive communication calls: hit comDo, hit comStart, etc. To ensure correctness, the threads should be synchronized before and after the execution of the communication patterns that move from/to other processes pieces of data that are involved in the current workshared computation. In the example presented in Fig. 5 , the for and single OpenMP primitives imply the needed synchronization. Overlapping of computation and communication can be exploited, such as in the Jacobi example, using the Hitmap functionalities for asynchronous communication.
C. Execution model
The execution model of the hybrid distributed-and sharedmemory Hitmap programs is simple. The program should be launched with one process per node, or per chosen subset of CPU cores. The current version of Hitmap is built on top of MPI. For example, using the common hydra launcher included in several MPI distributions, it is direct to deploy as many MPI processes as desired on each physical node. The topology and layout policies automatically adapt the data-partition and communication patterns for this distributed memory level.
Each local task spawns as many threads as the number of assigned computational elements (CPU cores). For example, using OpenMP, it is again direct to set the number of threads to be the number of assigned cores in the topology or layout objects, using the standard function: omp set threads num( ).
In the current experimental prototype we allow to test different thread/process configurations using the value of a program command line argument to set the number of threads on each particular MPI process.
D. Parallelization and code transformations
Code transformation techniques are typically used to: (1) Optimize the parallel and sequential codes; and (2) simplify the parallelization. For example, critical optimizations for codes with high data reutilization include the use of tiling. The Hitmap coordination code works with a coarse grain approach that minimizes communication costs. Tiling should be used in the sequential parts of the code before applying sharedmemory parallelization. It generates a middle-grain partition, optimizing the use of local memory and cache hierarchies, and aligning the threads' work. See an example in Fig. 5 .
More aggressive transformations to expose parallelism in the presence of data dependencies can also be applied. For example, wave-front computations are easily expressed with sequential loops with forward dependencies across loop iterations. This codes are not easily parallelized with models such as OpenMP where the work sharing primitives do not directly provide any kind of flow control across threads.
The tough approach is to manually develop parallel structures with lock variables, reasoning in terms of the number of threads and the local thread rank. This replicates the upperlevel Hitmap partition and synchronization structure at the shared-memory level. An easier approach is to completely transform the loop codes to generate an outer loop that traverses the index domain space in a way that parallelism without dependences is exposed. For example, wave-front computations can be transformed in pipeline structures, where an outer loop advances through pipeline stages, and the stages are executed in parallel without dependencies. In the case of the Gauss-Seidel program, it is possible to generate a loop that sequentially traverses the secondary diagonals of the matrix. Although the updates on each element of a secondary diagonal depends on data generated on the previous diagonal, updates on the same diagonal can be done in parallel.
E. Integration of polyhedral model code transformations
The previously discussed transformations can be automatically applied to an important class of sequential codes using polyhedral model techniques [7] . For example, the local part computations in the three cases of study presented in section IV are suitable for using such techniques. The full sequential Matrix Multiplication algorithm is a good example. In the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel algorithms, the codes inside the convergence checking loops are also suitable.
Pluto [9] is a state-of-the-art compiler that applies sourcelevel optimization transformations and parallelization to polyhedral model compatible codes. We have adapted the front-end of Pluto v0.9.0 to generate isolated pieces of code (without a C main function, shared variable declarations, etc.). Thus, we can supply pieces of code from the Hitmap program to the Pluto transformation system, and automatically substitute them by the output generated. Besides this interface modification, we have developed an additional, tailored version of Pluto to allow the generated code to be integrated with the directives we introduced in Sect. V-B. The original Pluto generates omp parallel for directives to independently parallelize selected transformed loops. We have modified the directive generation to produce omp for directives instead.
This new fully automatic tool can be used to optimize the sequential parts of code in Hitmap programs, and to expose parallelism in the presence of loop-carried dependencies. With the proposed methodology and tools, it is possible to easily transform Hitmap codes in multilevel parallel programs that can efficiently exploit distributed/shared memory hybrid platforms, adapting the synchronization structure to the platform at run-time.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have conducted an experimental study to validate the advantages of our proposal, and to verify the efficiency of the resulting codes.
A. Methodology
We evaluate several run-time configurations (MPI processes vs. number of threads), and compare the results with reference program versions manually developed and optimized using MPI for distributed memory, and OpenMP for sharedmemory. We work with four types of parallel versions of the original codes: In the Gauss-Seidel case the OpenMP reference is a pipelined code manually built using data-partitions in terms of thread indexes and lock-variables.
• Hitmap: Versions parallelized with Hitmap. The sequential parts are transcribed from the reference codes.
• Hitmap+PlutoOrig: The same Hitmap codes, substituting the sequential parts with Pluto outcomes, and avoiding the use of other OpenMP directives proposed by our approach.
• Hitmap+Pluto: Hitmap implementations, using the OpenMP directives described in our approach, and using the sequential parts automatically optimized and parallelized by our modified version of Pluto.
• Hitmap-Locks: In the Gauss-Seidel case, we have also develop a Hitmap code in which the sequential part is substituted by an adapted version of the code used as OpenMP reference, using lock-variables.
The experiments were executed in two platforms. The first one is a pure shared memory machine (Atlas) of the Trasgo group, at the University of Valladolid (Spain). It is a Dell PowerEdge R815 server, with 4 AMD Opteron 6376 processors at 2.3 GHz, with 16 cores each, making a total of 64 cores, and 256 GB of RAM. The second platform (Calendula) is a hybrid cluster that belongs to "Fundación Centro de Supercomputación de Castilla y León" (Spain). The cluster nodes are connected by Infiniband technology, and they have two Intel Xeon 5450 CPUs with 4 cores each. Using 8 nodes of the cluster, we exploit up to 64 computational units.
In both cases we compile the codes with the GCC compiler, using the -fopenmp flag, and the optimization flags -O3 and -funroll-loops. For the upper level of parallelism, in Atlas we use mpich2 v3.0.4 as MPI implementation. In Calendula we use the OpenMPI v.1.6.5 implementation.
We have selected input data sizes big enough to produce a computational load that is relevant when distributed across 64 computational units. For the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel problems we present results for the execution of the first 200 iterations of the main loop in a 8000 × 8000 matrix. We have eliminated from the codes the convergence test reduction for simplicity and to focus on the main synchronization patterns described in section IV. The matrix multiplications programs compute the multiplication of two matrices of 3840 × 3840 elements.
The pure OpenMP programs used as reference, have been executed in Atlas with T = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 threads. In Calendula, the reference MPI programs have been executed with P = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 processes. The processes were distributed across the nodes depending on the number of threads spawned by each process. Nodes are filled up with processes/threads, one per core, before launching more processes in another node. The original Hitmap programs are executed with normal MPI processes (P ). The multilevel Hitmap versions have been executed in both platforms with combinations of 1 to 16 MPI processes with 4 threads per process (P ×4). Combinations with 8 threads per process have been also executed, obtaining similar results. Thus, they are omitted in the plots and discussion. Note that due to the perfect square topology of MPI processes imposed by the Cannon's algorithm, some configurations are not possible for the matrix multiplication programs.
We present the results in plots showing execution time vs. number of active processing elements (cores with assigned threads, or MPI processes). We use logarithmic axis to easily observe both scalability and constant or proportional performance degradations, when comparing different versions. Figure 6 show the results of the three cases of study on Atlas, the shared memory platform. We can see that, for all the examples, Hitmap abstractions do not introduce significant overheads at run-time. The results show that inside a pure shared-memory architecture the performance obtained by the hybrid Hitmap programs is similar to a pure OpenMP program exploiting the same optimization techniques.
B. Results in shared memory
The code generated by Pluto works much better using the proposed Hitmap methodology to introduce the OpenMP parallelization directives, integrating it in the context of a communicating process. The reason is that in Hitmap the threads are spawned only once, and coordinated with the work sharing primitives through their lives across the shared-memory part of the program. After integrating it in Hitmap, it produces very good performance results, similar to our best manual optimizations. For example, the optimization techniques used in the manual version of matrix multiplication (mainly tiling and loop reordering), can be automatically obtained with Pluto.
The Gauss-Seidel case behavior deserves further discussion. Even the Pluto modified versions do not achieve the same performance as a pure message-passing program, such as the original Hitmap version. Even a manually developed and optimized version using a sophisticated approach based on lockvariables (OpenMP-Locks) is outperformed by the messagepassing Hitmap. The data-flow nature of this pipelined program is more appropriate for communicating processes than for shared-memory programming models.
C. Results in a hybrid cluster
The same Hitmap programs used in the previous experiments can be used in the distributed-memory platform without any changes. Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the three cases of study on Calendula. The results show that the communication time across different nodes impose a delay that minimizes the impact of the synchronization/communication times inside the nodes. Thus, using threads instead of more MPI processes to exploit the cores inside the nodes only delivers a slight performance improvement.
The results for the Matrix Multiplication case show that the hybrid two-level Hitmap program, with the modified-Pluto codes integrated, obtains the same performance as the original Hitmap, and better performance than the MPI reference code, both with carefully optimized sequential code. In this case, the native-compiler optimization modules works better with the sequential code in the context of the Hitmap abstractions. In the neighbor synchronization (Jacobi) example, all versions present the same performance, except the original Pluto version that is slower. In the Gauss-Seidel case, we again obtain the best results with the original message-passing Hitmap version, in which the sequential code is even better optimized by the compiler than for the original reference code.
These results show that the main advantage of the Hitmap approach is that using a simple methodology and automatic optimization and parallelization tools, it is possible to generate hybrid programs capable of exploiting the best advantages of distributed-or shared-memory platforms. The programs adapt their communication and synchronization structures to the platform features at run-time.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an approach to simplify the programming for mixed distributed and shared memory parallel computers. The development effort of the coordination at the distributed memory level is reduced using Hitmap, a library for distributed computing using hierarchical tiling of data structures. We present a methodology and tools to integrate Hitmap codes with shared-memory programming models, and automatic code-generation tools, to efficiently exploit the multicore environment of each multicomputer node. This approach allows to exploit the most appropriate techniques for each model, easily generating multilevel parallel programs that automatically adapt their communication and synchronization structures to the target machine.
We present guidelines and examples of how to use a shared-memory programming paradigm (such as OpenMP) to parallelize the sequential parts of the distributed memory Hitmap programs, in order to exploit thread parallelism inside the Hitmap communicating processes. We also show how to integrate the use of a state-of-the-art tool based on polyhedral model transformation techniques, to automatically parallelize the sequential parts in the presence of loop-carried data dependencies. Our experimental results show that the hybrid Hitmap codes mimics or even improves the best performance results obtained with manually developed and optimized programs using one of both, pure distributed, or pure shared memory programming models.
The current development framework and examples are available under request. Future work includes the study of the applicability of these techniques for more dynamic and nonpolyhedral application classes, sparse data structures, and more levels of heterogeneous parallelism.
